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SECURITIES INFO   
The information on these pages is in no way relying upon or relating to Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) or European Banking Authority (EBA) and the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended 
or related regulations and does not involve the sale of securities. We are not acting in the capacity of a 
Securities & Exchange Commission broker/dealer or investment adviser. The information herein is not 
intended for the purpose of buying, selling, trading, recommending securities or offering counsel or 
advice with respect to any such activities. We hereby declare that we are not licensed brokers or gov-
ernment employees and that this information is of a private nature and is deemed exempt from the 
Securities Act it is not intended for the general public and all materials are for your “PRIVATE USE 
ONLY”.  Consultants are NOT Advisers of any kind. We are Business Consultants providing business 
information to private individuals and private companies. 
 
Please note, that in providing project finance related services, we are not in any way acting as legal, 
tax and or other professional advisers, or giving legal, tax or other professional advice. We strongly 
recommend, that project finance applicants obtain independent legal or tax advice, as appropriate 
from a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Chartered Accountant (CA), Attorney-at-Law, a Certified Fi-
nancial Planner (CFP) or other licensed professional as regulated by your State or Country. 

LOOKING FOR A SOLUTION THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU? 
TALK TO THE TEAM AT FIRST EDGE 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Objectives 
The New FE Magazine’s objective is to keep all our readers updated on a every two months review 

on commodity products, along with what’s happening in today's financial world. 
 

Our objective is to show current information on who’s who in today’s commodity industry which 

includes buyers and sellers, banks, trade desks, also major institutions along with countries that’s 

involved globally with most commodity products. 

 
Columnists 
Each of our independent Columnists will bring you an up to date review of the world of commodities. 

 

Our Main Goal 
Our Magazine’s main goal is introducing and connecting companies who’s looking to build a 

reliable business network globally. 

 
Our Customer Support Team will always be available to help against any inquiries or issues 

seen in the reading of FE Magazine. 

If you wish to  know more about our services, Please E-Mail: info@femagazine.co.uk 

 

Notice Board 
Our Notice Board is designed to place notices about any product you might be looking sell and 

buy. If you have any question’s or need further information on how to place your product on notice 

board. 

 

Leading News 
Quick News points out what’s happening in today’s commodity market place and other area’s. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

 

FE Magazine Disclosures 
Please note all the services described herein list possible service features and/or sample institutions for infor-
mation purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms may or may 
not contain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.  
 
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in  our magazine or our 
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative 
purposes and you agree to consult with your legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or 
any kind. 

Please be advised that FE Magazine will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to::       
 INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services, RCMP, New 
Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad,  Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law Enforcement Agency in your 
area. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 



 

 

Changes with First Edge Ltd and FE Magazine! 

Everyone at First Edge and FE Magazine is excited to announce the major changes with both First Edge 

and FE Magazine,  

Sadly our CEO/ Managing Director Mr. McGhie will be taking a back seat of the daily transactions due to 

other business commitments, but he will still direct and oversee most of the major decisions that’s will need 

his rubber stamp of agreement,  

After this months Issue, We at FE Magazine will now generate our Issues on a quarterly basis, this is for 

our reader to get a more indebt read on what going on in the commodity industry, as well as all the different 

groups were able to offer and deliver to all our clients globally. FE Magazine would like to thanks our read-

ers for their comments in our suggestion box. 

Due to all these new changes  we have tried responding to most emails; to give a better understanding on 

how our production process works, along with most moral values that makes people dedicates their lives in 

this industry, we also found most of our readers was having some difficulty in trying to read our whole edi-

tion ,so in 2018 we will be cutting short all our editorial pages to a minimal amount of wording, with the re-

placement of  many showcases of wonderful digital color photos for more visual presentation to broaden 

our advertising spaces, 

We are still thrilled in using our beautiful free matte-finish PDF Magazine’s download from our Magazines 

website to generate a larger spectrum of commodity readers. 

 

“UNICEF” and “Oxfam” along with “Save The Children” 
Last year has been one of unprecedented dangers for children globally. we tell the stories of some of the 

millions of children whose lives have been affected by war, disease, hunger and violence. Thanks to all our 

readers amazing support, we’ve been able to help more children than ever before; Like always everyone at 

First Edge and FE Magazine is committed in helping Unicef / Oxfam / Save the Children 

 

These world leading organisations for children in more than over 190 countries. Make a donation and help 

us save children's lives across the world. (Please Donate) 

 

Once again we would like to thank all the companies and Institutions as well as all our readers for all the 

years they have helped in making curtain donations. 

 



 

Take on a sporty challenge, and 
help build a safer world for children 

Run a marathon, cycle 100 miles, take on a trek, con-

quer a sky dive; the options are endless, and your efforts 

really will make a difference. 

Taking part in a challenge event gives you a great op-

portunity to achieve your own personal goals and raise 

funds for some of the most disadvantaged children in the 

world. 

Right now, 50 million children have been uprooted from 

their homes. They face fear and uncertainty, and freez-

ing temperatures now winter has hit. With your support, 

we can help keep these children safe and warm, and 

give them hope for a happy future. 

£15 
COULD HELP TO PROVI DE 

W ARM,  THERMAL BLANKETS 

FO R 5  BABI ES IN  SYRI A  

A N D R E N A L I N E  

C H A L L E N G E S  

Adrenaline Challenge for 

UNICEF 

T R E K K I N G          

E V E N T  

Get your Hiking Boots on 

an help keep children safe 

C Y C L I N G          

E V E N T  

Get on your Bike an help 

keep children safe 

R U N N I N G          

E V E N T  

From 5K to an Ultra >   

Marathon  

https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/adrenaline/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/adrenaline/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/trek/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/trek/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/cycling/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/cycling/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/run/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/fundraise/events/challenge-events/run/


 

Dear  Readers, 

Based on research by Harvard Business School, 70% to 90% of mergers and acquisitions fall short of meeting 

their financial expectations. To give you a critical step forward in pulling off successful M&A deals, I would like to 

invite you to Clariden’s Identifying Strategic Acquisitions and Structuring Successful M&A Deals executive 

programs that will help you formulate the right M&A strategies and accomplish successful M&A transactions. Held 

successfully in major cities including Sydney, London, Toronto, San Francisco, Frankfurt and Hong 

Kong, over 300 financial leaders have participated in this program. 

 

What You Can Expect From This M&A Program 

Led by Thomas Kessler who has been successful in leading over US$20 billion of M&A transactions globally, this 

2-day program will show you how to develop a successful end-to-end acquisition strategy for your company – 

from identifying the right acquisition target and transaction synergies to structuring the deal and imple-

menting a successful post-merger integration strategy. You will learn how to shortlist a potential list of ac-

quisition targets which complement your existing business and conduct effective valuation and due diligence 

techniques to arrive at the right value you should pay for your acquisition. At the end of the program, you will 

walk away with a clear roadmap on how to successfully identify and plan for your next acquisition. 

Key Benefits & Takeaways 

 Acquisition vs. Alliances – Understand when you should acquire and when you should partner 

 Acquisition Target Identification, Profiling and Engagement – Understand how to select the right target 

and plan your acquisition strategy right from the beginning 

 Develop M&A Capabilities – Build a successful M&A team for your organization. Create the right capability   
       and deal structuring knowledge across your organization 

 Synergies – Analyze and value deal synergies and risks 

 Transaction Structuring – Arm your deal knowledge by understanding how to structure a transaction in the 

most effective manner from tax, legal and liability standpoint 

 Due Diligence – Understand the key due diligence required when conducting an M&A process 

 Valuation – Learn how to allocate the right acquisition price on your target and the premium you need to pay   
       in a transaction to make the acquisition work 

 Tax and Legal Considerations – Understand the tax vs legal considerations in an M&A process 

 Post MeTax and Legal Considerations – Understand the tax vs legal considerations in an M&A process Post  

        Merger Integration – Understand how to design and implement a successful post merger integration strategy   
        to achieve your required synergies 
 

Make the Right Move. To Seal the Deal 

  First Edge and Clariden Global Executive Education 



 

 

Notice to Members I-18-20 
October 4, 2018 
 

Information for CPOs and CTAs—Avoiding financial ratio errors on NFA Forms PQR and PR 
NFA Compliance Rule 2-46 and the related Interpretive Notice to NFA Compliance Rule 2-46 require 
commodity pool operators (CPO) and commodity trading advisors (CTA) to report quarterly two fi-
nancial ratios regarding a CPO's or CTA's financial condition. As described in the Interpretive Notice, 
NFA Forms PQR and PR contain data fields for the Current Asset/Current Liability (CA/CL) ratio and 
Total Revenue/Total Expenses (TR/TE) ratio. A number of CPOs and CTAs are incorrectly reporting 
these financial ratios. 
 

Ratios must be calculated using the accrual method of accounting 
CPOs and CTAs have incorrectly calculated these ratios using a cash basis of accounting. Both ratios 
must be computed using the accrual method of accounting and in accordance with U.S. generally 
accepted accounting principles or another internationally recognized accounting standard, consis-
tently applied. 
 
The accrual method of accounting requires that revenues and expenses be recorded in the period in 
which they are earned or incurred rather than when they are received or paid. For example, a man-
agement fee earned in June and received in July should be recorded as revenue for June. Similarly, a 
bill for services received in June and paid in July should be recorded as an expense for June. 
 

CA balance must only include assets owned by the CPO or CTA 
CPOs and CTAs have incorrectly calculated the CA balance in the CA/CL ratio by including client assets 
invested in pools or managed accounts. However, the CA balance must be calculated using only the 
CPO's or CTA's own assets. These assets may include the CPO's or CTA's interest in a pool or managed 
account. 
 

CA balance must only include the CPO's or CTA's current assets 
CPOs and CTAs have incorrectly calculated the CA balance using total assets or non-current assets 
such as a receivable that is not due within the next twelve months or a long-term rent-related secu-
rity deposit. The CA balance must include only current assets. A current asset is an asset that is ex-
pected to be converted to cash within the next year (e.g., cash, accounts receivable due within the 
next twelve months, marketable securities). 
 

TR/TE Ratio must be calculated based on the prior twelve months 
Although NFA Forms PQR and PR are filed quarterly, the TR/TE ratio should be calculated using reve-
nue earned and expenses incurred during the prior twelve months. For example, a PQR or PR with an 
as of date of March 30, 2019 should include all revenue earned and expenses incurred from April 1, 
2018 through March 30, 2019. 
 
Additional guidance on calculating the ratios is available in the Interpretive Notice to NFA Compli-
ance Rule 2-46 and the materials and recordings for NFA's May 2017 Member Workshop. 
 
As a reminder, CPO and CTA Members must maintain all quarterly ratio calculations and any support-
ing documentation and make them available to NFA during an examination or upon request. 

Latest Notification  



 

 

Southeast Asia is considered to be the most dynamic region globally when it comes to oil demand growth. If you are inter-
ested in doing business in this promising economic region or currently work within the Asian market, Tank Storage Asia is 
the perfect place to find out more about current and future business opportunities as well as establish valuable business rela-
tionships. 
 

What's new for 2018/2019? 
In addition to more than 80 companies showcasing their state of the art products, technology and services and over 20 sen-
ior-level executives presenting the latest findings and tank storage industry outlooks, you can experience: 

 Global Tank Storage Awards Showcase – presenting the winners of the 2018 Tank Storage   
          Awards that took place at StocExpo Europe, Rotterdam 

 Free-to-attend seminar sessions led by the American Petroleum Institute (API), covering the   
        latest safety standards and regulations 

 American Petroleum Institute (API) presentation ceremony, presenting key industry suppliers    
        with their latest product certifications 

 Official networking evening, taking place on Wednesday 26th September 

Register for your free visitor pass 

Visit the exhibition 
 
Discover everything from pumps, valves, automation technology, safety equipment, pipelines and much more from exhibitors 
across the supply chain. Don't miss out on this opportunity to discuss any questions you may have one-to-one with other indus-
try experts. Click here to register and be kept up to date with the latest exhibitor news.   

Attend the conference 
 

The CPD-certified conference is delivered by senior-level executives from across the region including major 
terminals, analysts and regulatory institutions. Market analysis on growth and developments in the Asian tank 
terminal market, safety and regulation implementation management are just some of the key topics that will be 

discussed. Book your conference seat to access the conference and the exhibition.  

Register for your free visitor pass 

https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-j/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-t/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-i/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-i/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-d/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-h/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-u/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-o/
https://portstoragegroup.cmail20.com/t/r-l-jjiytkx-jhjjdkuttu-d/


 

Have you not yet registered to attend POWER-GEN Asia Conference & Exhibition? Don't worry, there 
is still time, but the event is fast approaching. 
 
  Can you and your organization afford to miss out on the latest developments, technological advance-
ments, product launches and high-level networking that this premier power generation event offers? 
Do not let your competitors get there first, make sure you REGISTER ONLINE NOW t fast track 
entry and access to: 
 

• 8,500+ attendees over three days with numerous networking opportunities 
• 50+ conference sessions and 150+ speakers across 7 themed tracks 
• 200+ industry leading Exhibitors, both international and local 
• Free Business Connect Matchmaking open to ALL attendees  

POWER-GEN ASIA 
 

ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO MISS OUT  
ON ASIA'S PREMIER POWER GENERATION EVENTS?   

HIGHLIGHTS OF POWER-GEN ASIA 2018 INCLUDE:  

 
OPENING KEYNOTE SESSION & PLENARY PANEL 
Join your fellow power industry professionals at the scene setting Opening Keynote Session, open to 
ALL attendees at 10:15 on 18 September. Then at 14:00 we cover the topic of “Coal vs Renewables - 
Asia’s Balancing Act” in our lively Plenary Panel Session. 
 
CLICK HERE for the Full Conference Programme  

 200+ INDUSTRY LEADING EXHIBITORS 
A world-class exhibit floor filled with many of the industry's largest players from both conventional and re-
newable energy including ABB, Sumitomo SHI FW, Babcock Power, IHI Corporation, Shin Nippon, 
Toshiba and Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems. The Exhibition delivers a platform for the power industry 
to discuss the challenges and solutions for Asia’s energy future. 
CLICK HERE for the Floor Plan and Exhibitor List.  

BUSINESS CONNECT MATCHMAKING & EVENT APP 
The Official POWER-GEN Asia is NOW LIVE! Search for exhibiting companies, view the floor-
plan and latest conference programme, and search for Special Events such as the Opening Re-
ception & Happy Hours.  

REGISTRATION ENQUIRIES 
If you would like to speak to us about registering to attend The 73rd Indonesia National Electricity Day - POWER-
GEN Asia, please contact us for further information: 

John Collins    T: +44 (0) 1992 656 642 
Delegate Sales Manager   E: johnc@pennwell.com  

IN ASSOCIATION WITH FIRST EDGE LTD 

https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29t/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/2
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29tL3JlZ2lzdGVy/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/3
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29tL2NvbmZlcmVuY2UuaHRtbA/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/6
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29tL2VuL2NvbmZlcmVuY2UuaHRtbA/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/7
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29tL2VuL2V4aGliaXRpb24uaHRtbA/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/9
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb3dlcmdlbmFzaWEuY29tL2VuL2V4aGliaXRpb24uaHRtbA/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/8
https://directsend.co.kr/index.php/mail_report_api/nnnclick/aXNzdWVtYWlsbGVy/781616/138/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucG93ZXJnZW5hc2lhLmNvbS9lbi9ldmVudGFwcC5odG1s/498917186/cdm@embassyfirst.com/16
mailto:johnc@pennwell.com;?subject=POWER-GEN%20Asia%202018%20Registration%20Enquiry


 

PL2L MAKES SURE THAT EVERYTHING IS DONE IN A PURE AND SIMPLE PROFESSIONAL MANNER 
SO BUYERS AND SELLERS CAN UNDERSTAND 

Buying Property 
 
If you are interested in buying a property in the UK, our experienced agents can help you find exactly what 
you’re looking for. 
 
With thousands of properties to choose from and a range of dedicated property services including property   
finance, valuation, insurance and interior solutions, we can tailor our services to meet your needs. 

Email: info@pl2l.net 

Contact Information 

Website: www.pl2l.net 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Time” has been one of the most talked about topics since the ancient Egyptians established the 24-
hour day a long time ago. Limited time continues to be a popular and increasingly diverse topic that we 
all have to live by in today ever growing diverse global financial market place.  
 
It’s also a true fact that most independent companies or principle investors have no real start time to 
start their precious wasted day in speaking or reviewing the head company who’s dealing with their 
company wealth management account. To make matters worse, most Proposals or DOA they’ve been 
presented to be engaged in, the broker/institution will sooner or later be required to slow down his 
schedule with little or no regard for his principle funds that’s been lodged for the transaction. 
 
It’s always been our desk’s procedure in create a compelling compliant check on all the contracts that's 
been presented to us before it’s released to any of our Clients. 
 
We regularly across companies or individuals who think they know this business that approach us with    
what we refer as third party deals, can become a daunting task to close along with a recipe that’s 
doomed for failure,  so much time wasted and such little time to respond to their proposal’s they 
would eventually have to sacrifice their nights, weekends, (in too many cases) even their health, in try-
ing to close any competitive product out the door on time for their client. 
 
Unfortunately there isn’t enough time to describe all the ways a company can better manage each pro-
posal, First Edge time management team has its own in house time schedule globally, In the interest of 
all its clients 
 
One of the cornerstones of our managing time is efficiency and time. Most teams rush to kick off each 
proposal before they are fully reviewed. However, most banking experts agree that up to 15 percent of 
the total scheduled proposals should be allocated to a compliance planning team. 
 
 
 

Are you happy with the Company Who’s Controlling  

your Wealth Management  Account?                         

Why Not try First Edge 

We have 24 hour access to support our clients around the clock whenever the markets are open from 
our team of dedicated relationship managers. First Edge is also reputed for its 24×5 hour trade desk 
access and support 

Dedicated support, 24 hours a day 

Stop Wasting Precious Time!  

http://24hrco.blogspot.com/2016/08/stop-wasting-precious-proposal-time.html


 

The Kimberley Process was established to halt human rights abuses resulting 

from rebel groups using the profits of diamonds to fund their wars or coup 

d'états. Its 54 members come from 90 countries and account for almost 100% 

of the global trade in rough diamonds. The scheme was set up to ensure the 

international supply of diamonds didn't come from warlords. It has helped 

stem millions of dollars to would-be rebels. 

National Futures Association (NFA) is the industry 
wide, self-regulatory organization for. NFA strives 
every day to safeguard market . 

First Edge Ltd has been 
Part of NFA Since 2009 



 

This Information is for All Private and Institutions Investors who‘ve been constantly frustrated by the 
time length it takes to purchase SBLC /BG’s and MTN’s but don’t know any other alternative of pur-
chasing real banking security paper. 

 

Welcome to the 2018 Newly Revised Promissory Note. 
We have reviewed and examined the Introduction of this Newly designed Promissory Note and the 
role it plays in connection with other major Banking financial instruments across the EU, Asia and the 
USA, by looking at the constructed design and diversity on how this paper helps most embedded in-
stitutions and private investors adopt a more open field in gaining the instrument investment they 
require at faster and less expensive pace than the normal route were all use to, this note presents a 
more flexible rang of capacity that might be need to help to strengthen access to other financial in-
struments along with some private Placement Programs. 
 

Insurance Wrapped 
We’ve also reviewed AON Insurance who’ll be the principle Insurer who’ll cover the Insurance of this 
note; there are also alternative choices of the top 5 Insurers, if AON may not be acceptable by cur-
tain institution or private investors. 
 
This Promissory Note comes with 3 main options to suit each investors needs: 
 
Option 1 [Asset Management Agreement] 
 
Option 2  [Lease Agreement] 
 
Option 3 [Buy Sell Agreement Situation] 
 

Euro Clear and International Securities Identification Number (ISIN) 
This Note also comes with an extra added security measure, once the it’s been purchased, it comes 
with an ISIN Number Code is used in nearly 100 countries to clearly identify and show the state of the 
Notes details which is checkable on the Euroclear based financial system that specialises in the settle-
ment of securities transactions as well as helping with the safekeeping of the promissory note asset.. 
 
Overall our mother company First Edge Ltd shows a great deal of comfort in being associated with 
this Newly Presented Note, our above review also shows this paper must have been prepared on the 
blessing of curtain financial Institutions. Our mother company also carried out it’s own desk research, 
and interviews with other financial institution including platforms and desks attaining to the banking 
Industry, they have all agreed that a note such as this can be a major change on how institutions and 
investors think. 

 
For more information on the Promissory Note, please contact us by email on: cm@first-edge.co.uk 

The New revised   

Jewell in the Crown  
(Promissory Note) 



 

__________________________________ 
 
 

The Real Facts of the BITCOIN 
 
 

The Bitcoin’s meteoric rise and fall, last year had many observers was calling it one of the biggest 
speculative manias in history. The crypt currency's 2018 crash may help cement its place in the bub-
ble record books. 
 
Down 70 percent from its December high after sliding for a fourth straight day on Friday, Bitcoin is 
getting ever-closer to matching the Nasdaq Composite Index’s 78 percent peak-to-trough plunge af-
ter the U.S. dot-com bubble burst. Hundreds of other virtual coins have all but gone to zero -- follow-
ing the same path as Pets.com and other red-hot initial public offerings that flamed out in the early 

2000s. 
While Bitcoin has bounced back from bigger losses before, it’s far from clear that it can repeat the 
feat now that much of the world knows about cryptocurrencies and has made up their mind on 
whether to invest. Bulls point to the Nasdaq’s eventual recovery and say institutional investors repre-
sent a massive pool of potential cryptocurrency buyers, but regulatory and security concerns have so 
far kept most big money managers on the sidelines. 

 

Whatever your opinion on Bitcoin and cryptocurrency – and educated commenters have described 
them as everything from the future of money to an outright scam – it seems they are here to stay. 
Will it succeed in doing what many early adopters and evangelists claim it is destined to – replace 
government-controlled, centralised money with a distributed and decentralized alternative, con-
trolled by nothing besides market forces?  

Full history of the 
Bitcoin and 
cryptocurrency 
mistakes.                                                                                                            

The Bitcoin Blood-
bath, As Dot-Com 
Tokens Levels Go 
to Zero  



 

 
 
 
 

___________________________________ 
 
 

The Real Facts of the BITCOIN  
 
 
Those who don’t learn from history are doomed to repeat its mistakes – so here is a brief history of 
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency. 
 

1998 – 2009 The pre-Bitcoin years 
Although Bitcoin was the first established cryptocurrency, there had been previous attempts at cre-
ating online currencies with ledgers secured by encryption. Two examples of these were B-Money 
and Bit Gold, which were formulated but never fully developed. 
 

2008 – The Mysterious Mr Nakamoto 
A paper called Bitcoin – A Peer to Peer Electronic Cash System was posted to a mailing list discussion 
on cryptography. It was posted by someone calling themselves Satoshi Nakamoto, whose real iden-
tity remains a mystery to this day. 
 

2009 – Bitcoin begins 
The Bitcoin software is made available to the public for the first time and mining – the process 
through which new Bitcoins are created and transactions are recorded and verified on the blockchain 
– begins. 
 

2010 – Bitcoin is valued for the first time 
As it had never been traded, only mined, it was impossible to assign a monetary value to the units of 
the emerging cryptocurrency. In 2010, someone decided to sell theirs for the first time – swapping 
10,000 of them for two pizzas. If the buyer had hung onto those Bitcoins, at today’s prices they 
would be worth more than $100 million. 
 

2011 – Rival cryptocurrencies emerge 
As Bitcoin increases in popularity and the idea of decentralized and encrypted currencies catch on, 
the first alternative cryptocurrencies appear. These are sometimes known as altcoin and generally try 
to improve on the original Bitcoin design by offering greater speed, anonymity or some other advan-
tage. Among the first to emerge were Namecoin and Litecoin. Currently there are over 1,000 crypto-
currencies in circulation with new ones frequently appearing. 
 

2013 – Bitcoin price crashes.  
Shortly after the price of one Bitcoin reaches $1,000 for the first time, the price quickly begins to de-
cline. Many who invested money at this point will have suffered losses as the price plummeted to 
around $300 – it would be more than two years before it reached $1,000 again. 
 
 

Full history of the 
Bitcoin and 
cryptocurrency 
mistakes.                                                                                                            

The Bitcoin Blood-
bath, As Dot-Com 
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The Real Facts of the BITCOIN  
 
 
 

2014 – Scams and theft 
Perhaps unsurprisingly for a currency designed with anonymity and lack of control in mind, Bitcoin 
has proven to be an attractive and lucrative target for criminals. In January 2014, the world’s largest 
Bitcoin exchange Mt.Gox went offline, and the owners of 850,000Bitcoins never saw them again. In-
vestigations are still trying to get to the bottom of exactly what happened but whatever the story, 
someone dishonestly got their hands on a haul which at the time was valued at $450 million dollars. 
At today’s prices, those missing coins would be worth $4.4 billion. 
 

2016 – Ethereum and ICOs.  
One cryptocurrency came close to stealing Bitcoin’s thunder this year, as enthusiasm grew around 
the Ethereum platform. This platform uses cryptocurrency known as Ether to facilitate blockchain-
based smart contracts and apps.  Ethereum’s arrival was marked by the emergence of Initial Coin 
Offerings (ICOs). These are fundraising platforms which offer investors the chance to trade what are 
often essentially stocks or shares in startup ventures, in the same manner that they can invest and 
trade cryptocurrencies. In the US the SEC warned investors that due to the lack of oversight ICOs 
could easily be scams or ponzi schemes disguised as legitimate investments. The Chinese govern-
ment went one further, by banning them outright. 
 

2017 –Bitcoin reaches $10,000 and continues to grow 
A gradual increase in the places where Bitcoin could be spent contributed to its continued growth in 
popularity, during a period where it’s value remained below previous peaks. Gradually as more and 
more uses emerged, it became clear that more money was flowing into the Bitcoin and cryptocoin 
ecosystem. During this period the market cap of all cryptocoins rose from $11bn to its current height 
of over $300bn. Banks including Barclays, Citi Bank, Deutsche Bankand BNP Paribas have said they 
are investigating ways they might be able to work with Bitcoin. Meanwhile the technology behind 
Bitcoin – blockchain – has sparked a revolution in the fintech industry (and beyond) which is only just 
getting started. 
 

2018 Biggest ever fall  in Crypto’s 
Crypto’s 80% Plunge Is Now Worse Than the Dot-Com Crash 
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The UK will remain a leading global financial powerhouse regardless of the outcome of Brexit 
negotiations, with its biggest threat coming from outside the European Union, believes Bank of 
England executive Alex Brazier. 
 
Speaking on a visit to south Wales, the central bank’s executive director for financial stability 
strategy and risk said it had taken action to ensure that, in the eventuality of a hard Brexit, UK 
consumers and businesses would not suffer unnecessary disruption in accessing financial ser-
vices, while adding that the bank had a role to play in promoting the availability of other sources 
of growth finance to businesses that were increasingly available beyond traditional bank debt. 
 
On a worse-case scenario of the UK crashing out of the EU without a deal, he said it was diffi-
cult to say what exact impact it would have on the UK’s dominant financial services sector. 
 
However, he added: “The big point is regardless of what happens with Brexit is that Britain will 
remain a global financial centre. London and the rest of the UK, and Cardiff as well, isn’t just a 
European financial centre, it is a global financial centre. So there may be some jobs moving as 
firms execute their contingency plans, but I don’t expect the big picture to change. 
 
“There are examples around Brexit where it is not a question of whether the business moves 
from London to some other European centre, but whether the business goes to, say, New York 
than the EU... So it is not a zero-sum game,” 
 
Mr Brazier said: “From our perspective, it has not been to try and predict the outcome of the 
political negotiations, but to think what could happen and is the financial system ready for it? 
“So one is making sure the system is safe whatever happens to the economy, which is the 
stress-testing angle [of banks]. The other has been what if barriers come up to providing finan-
cial services across the Channel? 
 
He said bond financing, particularly for institutions and corporations, is still growing significantly. 
He added: “You can also see [more diverse funding] with more regeneration of the city centre’s 
of London by other overseas banks and Institutions providing a lot of money for more banking 
space, not only in the Coty of London but all around the UK. 
 
“So it is not a question of simply saying the banks are doing less, so therefore there is less, but 
what we have actually seen since the crisis is a huge re-balancing of finance away from banks 
towards other sources.” 
 
Funding for SMEs (Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) 
Despite an increase in new bank authorisations with the rise of challenger banks, in terms of 
market share the big banks still dominate. However, Mr Brazier said it was important, particu-
larly for start-ups and SMEs, to highlight the availably other sources of growth finance. 
He said: “Britain has been fairly bank-dominated for a long time and by that I mean finance has 
largely been provided by a relatively small number of banks. I think it is very important that we 
make finance as competitive as possible. 

Why UK Banking System is Safe       



 

 

Executive Summary 
 
Japan is the world’s third largest economy and second biggest banking market (by assets). 
But the headwinds are intensifying, creating opportunities for some and threats for others 
 
Challenges 
• Mounting margin pressures and flat credit demand, requiring renewed efforts to cut costs 
and seek out new market opportunities 
 
• Customer expectations are being reshaped by the ease and immediacy of smart phone inter-
action and online retail. Banks will need to keep pace or risk losing business to nimbler and 
more tech-enabled competitors, both from within the sector and outside 
 
 Looking ahead, a shrinking working-age population will slow economic growth and credit de-

mand  
• As customers draw down their cash savings to pay for their retirement, banks will have a de-
creasing deposit base, which will reduce their ability to purchase government bonds to support 
the economy 
 
Opportunities 
• Using banks’ strong cash balances to support the continuing globalisation of today's Japanese 
industry and commerce 
 
• Following Japanese businesses as they extend their presence in South America, Asia, Africa 
and the Middle East (together these fast growth markets make up what PwC terms as 
‘SAAAME’) 
 
• Major Japanese banks are already strengthening their presence in Asia, and can now reach 
further across SAAAME. Medium to smaller banks can also look to extend their international 
presence as their clients move into new markets, either directly through setting up operations 
and Greenfield Development, or via agency arrangements. Overseas expansion by smaller 
banks may be constrained by the additional capital requirements for an ‘international bank’, 
and they will therefore have to weigh up the pros and cons of such moves  
 
• There are growing opportunities to move beyond a Japanese client base in SAAAME markets 
to attract local retail and corporate customers 
 
For more online Information of the Survival and success in Japanese banks, please go to: 
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/banking-capital-markets/assets/pwc-future-of-japanese-banking
-final-march-2014.pdf 

Survival and success: 
Securing the future for Japanese banks 



 

Tesla Shares Jump After SEC Settlement Leaves Musk as CEO 
 

Tesla Inc. jumped in pre-market trading after founder Elon Musk settled a lawsuit brought by 
regulators over his August tweet storm, reassuring investors he’ll still be calling the shots at the 
electric-car maker struggling to meet production goals. 
 
Under the agreement with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Musk and the com-
pany each will pay a $20 million penalty, and Musk will be removed as chairman for at least 
three years. In suing Musk, the agency had sought to oust him as both chairman and CEO. 
 
Tesla jumped 16 percent to $306.50 at 6:28 a.m. New York time, clawing back Friday’s 14 per-
cent plunge. The shares closed Thursday at $307.52 before the SEC announced its enforcement 
action over the tweets, in which Musk said he had “funding secured” to take the company pri-
vate at $420 a share. He later dropped the plan of pursuing a buyout. 
 
Now investors want to see if Tesla met its production goals by the end of the third quarter on 
Sunday at midnight. An initial verdict of feat or failure could land as soon as Monday, in the 
form of Tesla’s latest production and deliveries release. 
 
Even after the stock’s slide from last year’s peak, Tesla is valued at $45.2 billion in the stock 
market. Shareholders are betting the company is on the cusp of turning a profit thanks to its 
lower-priced Model 3 sedan. Short sellers, meanwhile, have targeted the company, saying it 
needs to raise billions of dollars more in financing, has woeful quality control and is run by an 
erratic, unfocused CEO. 
 
Tesla, which has repeatedly fallen short of its own manufacturing targets, probably will finish 
the quarter making 53,457 Model 3s, according to the Bloomberg Tracker, an experimental 
tool to monitor the rollout by using vehicle identification numbers to estimate production in 
real time. That’s above the Wall Street consensus of 50,416 -- the average estimate of five ana-
lysts polled by Bloomberg -- and toward the high end of Musk’s July forecast of between 
50,000 to 55,000 Model 3s. 
 
Legal Battle 
After filing the lawsuit, SEC officials were anticipating a drawn-out legal battle, Avakian and 
Peikin demanded that Musk pay $20 million and be removed as Tesla’s chairman for at least 
three years, harsher terms than were being offered in the scrapped deal, people familiar with 
the matter said. The agency also required that the company pay $20 million in penalties to set-
tle separate claims related to Musk’s use of social media. 



 

World economy at risk of another financial crash, says IMF 
 

The world economy is at risk of another financial meltdown, following the failure of govern-
ments and regulators to push through all the reforms needed to protect the system from reck-
less behaviour, the International Monetary Fund has warned. 
 

With global debt levels well above those at the time of the last crash in 2008, the risk remains 
that unregulated parts of the financial system could trigger a global panic, the Washington-
based lender of last resort said. 
 

Much has been done to shore up the reserves of banks in the last 10 years and to put in place 
more rigorous oversight of the financial sector, but “risks tend to rise during good times, such 
as the current period of low interest rates and subdued volatility, and those risks can always 
migrate to new areas,” the IMF said, adding, “supervisors must remain vigilant to these unfold-
ing events”. 
 

A dramatic rise in lending by so-called shadow banks in China and the failure to impose tough 
restrictions on insurance companies and asset managers, which handle trillions of dollars of 
funds, are highlighted by the IMF as causes for concern. 
 

The growth of global banks such as JP Morgan and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China to a scale beyond that seen in 2008, leading to fears that they remain “too big fail”, also 
registers on the IMF’s radar. 
 

The warning from the IMF Global Financial Stability report echoes similar concerns that com-
placency among regulators and a backlash against international agreements, especially from 
Donald Trump’s US administration, has undermined efforts to prepare for another downturn. 
The former UK prime minister Gordon Brown said last month that the world economy was 
“sleepwalking into a future crisis,” and risks were not being tackled now “we are in a leaderless 
world”. 
 

Speaking earlier this week before the fund’s forthcoming annual meeting – taking place next 
week on the Indonesian island of Bali – the IMF’s boss, Christine Lagarde, said she was con-
cerned that the total value of global debt – in both the public and private sectors – has rock-
eted by 60% in the decade since the financial crisis to reach an all-time high of $182tn 
(£139tn). 
 

The IMF said: “The sequence of aftershocks and policy responses that followed the Lehman 
bankruptcy has led to a world economy in which the median general government debt-GDP 
ratio stands at 52%, up from 36% before the crisis; central bank balance sheets, particularly in 
advanced economies, are several multiples of the size they were before the crisis; and emerg-
ing market and developing economies now account for 60% of global GDP in purchasing-power
-parity terms – which compares with 44% in the decade before the crisis – reflecting, in part, a 
weak recovery in advanced economies.” 



 

 
 
 

PRIVATE SECURITY OVERSEAS DEPLOYMENTS 
 
 
We wish to thank everyone who has applied for this position which is now closed. 
 
All the successful applicants will be contacted within the next two weeks  
 
FE Recruitment has been under discussion with a major Ex-Military recruitment company 
which was set up by an Top Ex High Ranking Military  Soldier to help Ex-Military personnel 
re-adjust back into civilian life after leaving the armed forces, offering support, supported with 
free education programs and employment opportunities. 
 
Together we offer highly skilled individuals in a wide variety of trades, from logistics, engi-
neering, legal, IT (including Cyber security specialists with current security clearance), medi-
cal and much more.  
 
Our team of specialist recruiters can support the needs of any company whatever the size, 
we pride ourselves on our military ethos: Integrity, Loyalty & Honesty.  
 
FE Recruitment is grateful to be supported by some of the worlds leading companies and 
proud to be able to support our military charities of choice. 
 
 
 

Positions Required: 
Immediately required : ex military personnel with at least 9 yrs service for vacancies in up-
coming security ventures in Africa / Suadi and shipping companies. Please reply immediately 
to info@femagazine.co.uk 
 
FE Recruitment is a newly established security company :  
 
will be negotiating our first contract starting in mid April 2015. 
 
We have presented our terms to the client :  
Â  very good reasonable rate per day per man ( paid into an offshore account ) 
A 1 yr min contract on all contracts obtained 
3 months on 1 month off 
full Insurance coverage 
1 months salary up front 
Accommodation / transport / food to be provided 
Equipment / Kit provided by the company 

Ex -  Servicemen  Required  for  UK 
and Overseas Security Work  

FEM  Official  Advisor 

THESE POSITIONS ARE NOW 

CLOSED UNTIL 2019 



 

 
  



 

 WARNING WE WILL REPORT 
After years of building up our Online Network of scammers we 
at First Edge is honoured and privileged to be directly associated  

with the organisations shown  below along with others.  



 

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry, 
where the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the most serious 
impact that pertains in the commodities transactions. 
 
FEM is happy to release this very important message to anyone involved in the commodities indus-
try concerning the new measures with respect to all Buyers and Sellers conducting business` trans-
actions around the globe. 
  
From now on, if an ICPO, LOI, RWA, or BCL is issued and the document is not real, true and/or 
actually verifiably factual, the Buyer will be able to inform the FBI, ICC, and INTERPOL. In addition, 
after an FCO is sent to the Buyer, there should be a formal answer to Seller from Buyer in a timely 
manner in accordance with the agreement between parties. 
 
If there is no response from in a timely manner, company will be reported to the FBI, ICC and    
Interpol. If this action is not resolved they will be reported for abuse of the NCND, LOI, ICPO, AND 
RWA OR BCL, FOR THIS IS NOW A FEDERAL OFFENSE. 
  
It is important to transmit this to all clients that work with providers that are members of the ICC, 
FBI, and other international organizations. From this point forward, the international codes will be 
strictly enforced to exclude all intruders that send or transmit false information. Those who submit a 
false NCND/IMFPA, LOI, ICPO, RWA or BCL, or FCO, as well as FALSE PROOF OF PRODUCT 
(POP), FALSE PROOF OF FUNDS (POF) WILL BE CHARGED WITH A CRIME. 
  
This offense went into effect on November 15, 2008 and re-effected in June 2013 after a meeting 
was held between the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Interpol, Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation and Central Intelligence Agency. 
  
The reason for this measurement is to protect the commodities industry which is a fundamental part 
of the world’s economy. 
 

The Non-Circumvention, Non-Disclosure & Working Agreement (NCNDA&IMFPA) we signed and it 

stated: WARNING:  

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry for years where 
the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the serious impact that pertains in alll oil 
and other commodities transactions. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

URGENT FOR ALL BUYER AND SELLERS AND BROKERS WE ARE DIRECT 

Federal Bureau of Investigation  
J. Edgar Hoover Building  
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001  
Investigations@fbi.gov   

INTERPOL IP Crime  
Unit INTERPOL General Secretariat  
200, quai Charles de Gaulle  
69006 Lyon, France  
Fax: +33 (0) 4 72 44 72 21 
Website: www.INTERPOL.int  

Financial Investigation Bureau 
ICC Commercial Crime Services  
Cinnabar Wharf 
26, Wapping High Street                               
London E1W 1NG 
Tel No:  + 44 (0)207 423 6960 
Fax No: + 44 (0)207 423 6961 

First Edge Ltd is now Direct 

WARNING WE WILL REPORT 



 

Wilson & Wilson Tax Services, Inc. 
Call:     713-622-WWTS (9987) 

Cell:     713-398-5773 
Visit:   http://wwtshou.com 

Also visit us on LinkedIn at: 
Wilson & Wilson Tax Services, Inc. on LinkedIn 

At Wilson and Wilson we know  how important you need to keep 
an eye  and control on your company or personal Finance 
banking Instruments that’s Vital to us. 
 

In Association with First Edge Ltd & FE Magazine 

(PAYMASTER and TAX SERVICES) 

http://wwtshou.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wilson-&-wilson-tax-services-inc-?trk=parent_company_logo


 

 

 

Complaints & Suggestion Box 
 

You can now Share Your Comments or concerns by using our suggestion box at 
your convenience with the strictest confidentiality. 

 
We're always looking for ways to improve FE Magazine for our readers, so if you've 
got an idea to make things better or you've seen something we've not spotted, let us 
know  by emailing us, with the email address shown below.. 
 
How do Comments Help FEM Readers? 
All Comments to FE are read and replied back promptly, If you wish to make any 
viable comment or suggestions, or personal thoughts on any particular products that 
could be helpful to our readers, please send it to us, if presentable, we can make it 
appear in the next issue of our Magazine. 
 
 
How does the blacklisting words work with FEM? 
You can report companies or people you think should be blacklisted in the com-
ments box. The content of new comments is checked against the blacklist of terms 
to see if this comment should have viability to be put on our Blacklist Website. The 
comment is checked via substring matching on other websites and checked by our 
team.  
 
It would be great if you could also state your country and region when sending in 
you comment. 

While we always read the feedback ideas you send, we may not be able to respond 
to every single comment individually.  

Please email us: info@femagazine.co.uk 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
  
 

Bond Funding Eligible Projects:  
 
- Stabilized real estate  
- Construction  
- Rehab  
- Agriculture  
- Mines  
- Oil & gas  
- Energy  
- Non-RE such as technology,  
pharmaceutical, major business  
acquisition/expansion  

PPP or MTN Transactions 
 
- BG SBLC Monetization  
- CIS KYC Needed on most of our casework 
- personal guarantee  
- credit checks  
- asset verification  
- loss of equity in your business  
- Quick turn around time – often 90 days  
- Low underwriting fee  
- Flexible repayment terms  

Our Consultants and Associate Consultants are able to 
direct and close most instruments, Especially SS MTN’s 

FIRST EDGE Consultants in 

Direct to Principles 

DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CON-
STRUED AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST 
THAT YOU CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 

We know a good deal when we see it. 
Being Direct to Buyers and Sellers, we know 
were Instruments comes from and How they 
need to be Placed 

www.femagazine.co.uk 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

90 DAY TRADE PROGRAM FOR DEPOSITS ONLY IN HSBC OR BARCLAYS, LONDON, U.K.: 
 

 
 1. 90 Day Trade Program for deposits only located in HSBC Bank or Barclay’s Bank, London, United 

Kingdom.  

2. The minimum investment is USD $100M and maximum investment is USD $599 or equivalent.  

3. The Loan to Value (LTV) will be 100% of the face value of the deposit.  

4. The Gross profit payout is 10 times the face value of the deposit for every 30 banking days minus 

fees.  

5. Gross profits will be paid out weekly minus fees.  

6. Client will be required to pay fees of 2%, fee to be divided 50/50 between Client and trade platform 

side.  

 

7. The 2% in fees will be auto-deducted by the trade platform from the weekly Gross profit payouts 

received by the Client.  

8. Client has NO Project Funding requirements.  

9. Submission documents required:  

a. Know Your Client (KYC), see attached applicable sample.  

b. Ready Willing and Able (RWA) letter from the client’s bank, on bank letterhead, addressed to the 

client.  

c. The RWA letter must state that the bank is ready to place an Internal Hold on the funds on deposit. 

Each bank has their own RWA letter format.  

 

e. Copy of the bankers business cards that manage the clients account.  

10. Once the KYC and submission documents are submitted to the trade platform, compliance will 

done and the Client will be called by a trade platform within 72 banking hours. N.B.: Please confirm the 

reception of the present document sent by email 

Contact Us, for the deadline Date at : dm@first-edge.co.uk 
 
DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED 
AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU 
CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 
 

First Edge is now able to supply and Purchase                                                                      

MTN/SBLC/BG to cover most commodity transactions. 

RWA 



 

www.femagazine.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
First Edge is Direct to the required Exits which is Major Corporations and Trusts after MTN has become SS  
 
 
 

DELIVERY VIA EUROCLEAR 

TRANSACTION PROCEDURES (OPTION #1): 

 

After this AGREEMENT is counter signed by both parties (BUYER first), Both parties will lodge the CONTRACT 

with their respective banks; 
 

BUYER's banker sends banker email to the designated SELLER's banker to confirm contract and RWA (Appendix 

“A”);    
 

SELLER delivers Bank RWA Letter/Instrument EUROCLEAR Delivery Report Copy(Instrument TITLE is in ac-

cordance with  BUYER designation in this AGREEMENT) to the BUYER; SELLER issues Commercial Invoice;  
 

SELLER/BUYER's EUROCLEAR Officers agree and confirm on a window for EUROCLEAR Screen Block and 

Pay; Payment will be transmitted on a T1Payment per Seller Commercial Invoice. 
 

The transaction and subsequent tranche will continue with mutual agreement in writing per agreed tranche schedule; 

 

DELIVERY VIA SWIFT 

TRANSACTIONPROCEDURES (OPTION #2): 
 

After this AGREEMENT is countersigned by both parties (BUYER first), Both parties will lodge the CONTRACT 

with the irrespective banks; 
 

BUYER'sbankersendsbankeremailtothedesignatedSELLER'sbankertoconfirmcontractandRWA(Appendix“A”);    
 

SELLER bank sends the Pre-Advice via SWIFT MT799 [Appendix-B]to BUYER bank.  
 

BUYER bank replies with “BANK UNDERTAKING RWA” via SWIFT MT799 [Appendix-C]to SELLER desig-

nated Bank. 
 

SELLER’s Bank delivers “Bank Instrument/MTN” via swift MT760 or MT542 (Instrument TITLE is in accordance 

with BUYER designation in this AGREEMENT) to the BUYER’s bank; SELLER issues Commercial Invoice;  
 

Upon validation and authentication of the delivered "Bank Instrument/MTN" via MT760 or MT542, within one (1) 

banking day, BUYER settles payment per SELLER Invoice to SELLER designated account. 
 

SELLER’s bank sends the hard copy of the original instrument as per BUYER bank instruction or to BUYER bank via 

bonded courier within Seven (7) banking days.  

Transaction continues according to the agreed tranche schedule [Appendix-E] and procedures  
 
Our specialty is creative structuring also alternative financing solutions. We work with the client to develop a financing plan 
that will address the requirements for equity; the debt and/or equity structure; and the proper venue for the solicitation of funds. We 
utilize a systematic approach to structure the financing through the deployment of alternative financing structures that may include 
one or more elements. 
 

DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET YOUR 
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS FINAN-
CIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU CONSULT AN 
AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 

FC MTN PROGRAM 



 

New Rolls-Royce Phantom VIII revealed  

Ladies and gentleman, say hello to the new, eighth-generation Rolls-Royce Phantom.  
 
It might look like a subtle evolution of the previous-gen Phantom VII (described by this very magazine as ‘the best luxury car money can 
buy’) but it’s an all-new machine – and the first to be built upon a fresh platform which will form the basis of the next generation of Rolls-
Royce models. 
 
Described by its makers as the most technologically advanced Rolls-Royce ever, it features a full-width digital dashboard, more than 130kg 
of sound-deadening to make it whisper-quiet at speed, and more cutting-edge tech than any production Rolls yet. 

The grille, for the first time, is integrated into the surrounding bodywork 
for a cleaner, more modern design, and it’s taller than that of the Phan-
tom VII, with the Spirit of Ecstasy mascot mounted half an inch higher. 
 
As before, the Phantom VIII is available in both short- and long-wheelbase 
form, dubbed EW for Extended Wheelbase by Goodwood.  
 
A 6.75-litre twin-turbo V12 petrol engine with 563bhp, hooked up to a 
satellite-aided eight-speed automatic gearbox from ZF. 
 
The previous Phantom had a naturally aspirated V12, and the new turbo-
charged mill offers a huge amount of torque – around 664lb ft from only 
1700rpm. Shove will be more than adequate.  
 

Customers get a choice of rear seat layouts – a single ‘lounge’ seat unit, 
individual seats with either an occasional armrest or a fixed rear centre 
console, or a new ‘sleeping seat.’ 
 

The rear seats are angled inwards, so it’s easier to chat to other occu-
pants without straining your neck. Go for the fixed rear centre console 
and you get a drinks cabinet with whisky glasses and decanter, cham-
pagne flutes and coolbox. 
 

‘When in need of a space to reflect on issues of importance or simply lost 
in thought, ones imagination is inspired by the largest Starlight Headliner 
ever seen in a Rolls-Royce’ [LEDs into the ceiling to resemble a star con-
stellation or shape of the customer’s choice]. 

And that Digital Dash? 
 

Rolls calls it ‘The Gallery.’ The dash has a traditionally upright shape, with 
its display elements housed in a toughened glass panel running its whole 
width. The dials are digital, including their ‘virtual needles’, but framed in 
round chrome surrounds. 
 

There’s still an analogue clock behind the glass, continuing the traditional 
conceit that it should be ‘the loudest sound you can hear in a Rolls-
Royce.’ 
 

Rolls-Royce has commissioned a few examples, including a countryside oil 
painting, and a gold-plated 3D map of an owner’s DNA. Who said Rolls-
Royce owners were egocentric… 

Rolls-Royce describes the door closing mechanism as ‘The Embrace:’ ‘As 
the patron settles in to the car, an assistant or valet steps forward and 
lightly touches the sensor on the door handle so it whispers closed of its 
own accord, enveloping the occupant in ‘The Embrace.’  
 

What’s claimed to be the highest-resolution head-up display in the indus-
try, an on-board wi-fi hostpot (gradually becoming a standard throughout 
many new cars), all the usual collision warning and active safety kit you’d 
expect, plus 360-view and night vision cameras. 
 

Laser lights cast beam 600m down the road, and from a manufacturing 
standpoint, Rolls-Royce is proud of what it claims to be the largest single 
piece of stainless steel on any car, used for the side window frame fin-
isher. 



 

F A S T  A N D  D E E P L Y  P E R S O N A L  
Mercedes has decided to give the Project One an official name, and it’s going to be called; the Mercedes-AMG One. The shocking news 
comes just days before the Paris motor show, and arrives alongside other interesting information about the new car. 
Mercedes says this showroom/truck hybrid will be in the grounds of Mercedes’ Munich branch first, and although we highly doubt it’ll be 
used by any one thinking of buying the new hypercar, it is a nice way to show it off to the public…  

Mercedes-AMG One: new name for F1 hypercar confirmed 

1086bhp F1-powered present for AMG’s AMG’s hypercaris now called the AMG One 

Top speed is beyond 350kph (217mph)        lower-octane pump fuel  

Fixed Seats, Steering is adjustable  The engine is a 1.6-litre single-turbo V6  



 

More than three million people in the UK are the victims of scams every year. Many of them lose 
hundreds or even thousands of pounds, after being taken in by sophisticated scams and devious 
criminal gangs. This month is Scams Awareness Month, which aims to raise awareness of scams, 
and encourage people to be on their guard. 
 
There are thousands of different scams doing the rounds, ranging from fake lotteries and prize draws 
to investment schemes, attempts to get hold of your financial details, and even tricks designed to get 
you to transfer your money into the criminal gang's bank account. 
 
It's difficult to stay on top of each variation, so another option is to be aware of how these criminals 
tend to get into your home, so you can be on your guard. 
 
 

Cold Internet Connections 
This is still the most common way that criminals will get in contact through Skype, whatsapp, here 
are some of the very latest common scams run by scammers. This includes boiler room scams - 
which involve calling people and using high-pressure sales techniques to get you to invest in some-
thing essentially worthless. They take an average of £5,000 $7.000 from each victim, so they will put 
time and effort into convincing you that their scam is a legitimate investment. 
 
 

Gold and Diamond  
Lets start with the gold scammers, we have found that many scammers know that its impossible to 
use the old scam’s by presenting pictures of gold and diamonds and ask the investor to help them 
with the cost of their taxes and carriage cost.  
 
This might be the case 2 to 3 years ago but in most of the African countries there are real buyers on 
the ground that will cover all these cost, so their new tactic is to build up the investors confident by 
saying that their prepared to pay all the CIF cost, but the investor will need to cover the Hotel and 
refinery cost, in some ways this seems to be acceptable at the time, the good scammers will build up 
you confidence in discussions and even send you documents related to the CIF Shipment, until the 
12 hour surprise which will come, where they will be asking for fund due to unforeseen circum-
stances. 
 
 
 

Vishing 
Another common phone scam is vishing - where they pretend to be from your bank, or the police, 
and warn you there has been fraud on your account. They then persuade you to transfer your money 
into a 'safe' account. If you do as they say, you are actually transferring your money into their ac-
count. 
 
A variation on this theme is to tell you that there has been fraud on your account, so they are send-
ing round a courier to pick your card up. They then take the card and go on a spending spree. 
The best way to protect you from all of these is never to believe anything you are told on a cold call, 
and to hang up. 

The New Scammers Tricks  



 

Review of the world’s 8 biggest  
gold-mining countries 

 
Gold is mined in around 90 countries worldwide. Some of the countries that historically have been top 
producers continue to be so, including Australia, USA and South Africa. But China is now the world’s 
top producer, having increased productivity significantly since 2005.  
 

 Australia 
Australia continues to be at the forefront of world gold production. From being the fourth largest pro-
ducer of gold in 2008, Australia’s production has surged to secure the country’s position as the world’s 
second largest producer of gold in both 2009 and 2010. 
Western Australia is responsible for 75% of Australia's gold production and also hosts approximately 
two thirds of Australia's 4,500 tonnes of estimated gold resources. Western Australia’s State Govern-
ment received royalties from mining of some US$5.14 billion. 
Australia has consistently been one of the world’s largest producers of gold since its first gold rush, 
centred on Victoria in 1851. During the 1850’s, Australia was producing some 40% of the world’s gold. 
The immigration sparked by the rush, fuelled further agricultural and industrial development and saw 
nearly 500,000 people attracted to the state of Victoria.   
 
World production ranking 2nd 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Annual gold production (tonnes) 258.30 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Percentage of world production 9.16% 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Gold mine reserves (Moz) 237.92 2011 USGS  
Official sector gold holdings (tonnes) 79.85 2011 IMF IFS  
Value of gold produced (net revenue) $13,050,850,178.02 2011    
GDP of country $1,379,382,221,955.10 2011 World Bank  
Estimated value of gold produced as percentage of GDP ranking 26th 2011    

Estimated value of gold produced as percentage of GDP 

 

China 

As well as being the world’s largest producer of gold, China represents one of the most significant 
markets for gold consumption. 
As well as being the world’s largest producer of gold, China represents one of the most significant 
markets for gold consumption. In 2011, China was second only to India in this regard with demand for 
779.8 tonnes of gold, a 22% increase on the previous year. China is also a significant holder of gold 
reserves, currently behind only USA, Germany, the IMF, Italy and France. 

 
60% of Chinese gold production comes from five provinces: Shandong, Henan, Jiangxi, Yunnan and 
Fujian. Although China has a large number of relatively small operating mines, consolidation has re-
duced the number of producing entities from 1,200 in 2002 to 700 at the end of 2010. The country’s 
largest producer is Zijin Mining Company, whose Zijinshan Gold & Copper Mine is the single largest 
gold producer. 

 
World production ranking 1st 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Annual gold production (tonnes) 371.00 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Percentage of world production 13.16% 2011 Thomson Reuters GFMS  
Gold mine reserves (Moz) 61.09 2011 USGS  
Official sector gold holdings (tonnes) 1,054.09 2011 IMF IFS  
Value of gold produced (net revenue) $18,745,123,561.92 2011    
GDP of country $7,318,499,269,769.41 2011 World Bank  
Estimated value of gold produced as percentage of GDP ranking 38th 2011    
Estimated value of gold produced as percentage of GDP 

http://www.goldfacts.org/en/economic_impact/countries/china/


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Us 
Welcome to Embassy First, we are able to offer a vast amount of 
knowledge from our involvement in catering for Embassy's in the 
UK. At Embassy First we are constantly reviewing our services 
which is held on our vast range of listed private clients and govern-
ments around the world. 

EMBASSY FIRST 
  Luxury Concierge Service 

 
 

Specially Designed to meet all the requirements in em-

bassy’s around the World  

UK 

head office: 12 endeavour square 
London. E20 1JN  
Tel: 0207 066 1000 

Exchange Tower, Harbour Exchange 
Square, London E14 9SR 
TEL: 0800 023 4567 

Department of the Treasury  
Internal Revenue Service  
Website: https://www.irs.gov/ 



 

Coolest Innovations 

Anker's small speaker delivers surprisingly big sound and can 
play 15 hours continuously on a single charge. The Bluetooth 
technology gives it a 66-foot connection range, but it also 
support micro SD and aux sources.  
 
Anker SoundCore mini Bluetooth Speaker, $29.88 

IFTTT and BMW Homes  

How IFTTT and BMW control your smart home: 
There are some IT fans out there who try to automate their entire daily routine. The IFTTT app makes 
it easy for customers to programme their gadgets and create their own smart home.  
See Full information @ https://www.bmw.com/en/innovation/IFTTT-Applets.html 

http://amzn.to/2FArbe2


 

Certified 100% Blue Mountain Coffee 

First Edge is an Authorised Seller of Blue Mountain 

Fair Competitive Prices 

Shipped by USPS Priority Mail 

Free Shipping (except 4oz sizes) 

COFFEE 

BLUE MOUTAIN 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Director of Gold & Diamonds: Miss Anne Huttenga 

Email: info@first-edge.co.uk 

Why you’re safe in gold & diamond with First Edge? 
 
Our Trust 
Precious metal professionals consultant since 2010, we're one of the world’s leading consultants 
in trading physical gold bullion around the globe. 
 
Our Security 
We are able to give personal references of assurance from some of the most major suppliers 
along with high level principle dignitaries who knows today’s gold market. In most countries:    
Dubai, Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore, Switzerland and the UK. 
 
We are constantly in consultation on reviewing Gold and Diamond Products transactions globally, 

which includes a range of purchasing and selling between attorneys - instruments or banks, we 

only work direct to principle buyers and sellers in most diamond and gold transaction’s around the 

Globe. 

Our Service 
First Edge will provide each customer with a Principle Relationship Manager who will always be 
on hand to help with any logistics in the buying process and the answering  of questions.    
 
Our Flexibility 
Gold can be bought or sold by most of the world’s leading currencies. We also offer many other 
facilities that can help both buyers and sellers globally. 



 

CURRENT PROFILE 
 

AngloGold Ashanti, headquartered in Johannesburg, South Africa, is a 
global gold company with a portfolio of long-life, relatively low-cost 
assets and differing orebody types in key gold producing regions. The 

Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading 
Dubai based trader of gold, silver and other 

precious metals and has established trading 
relationships to international suppliers, 

Dubai Based Refinery 

Aurora Precious Metals 
Group is located at the 
Gold  



 

 
What is a conflict diamond? 
Conflict diamonds, also known as blood diamonds, war diamonds, or converted diamonds, are de-
fined by the United Nations as “diamonds that originate from areas controlled by forces or factions 
opposed to legitimate and internationally recognized governments, and are used to fund military ac-
tion in opposition to those governments…” Essentially, these diamonds are mined and sold in war-
torn areas, with the profits used to fund violent rebellions. 
 

Where do conflict diamonds come from? 
The vast majority of conflict diamonds come from countries in southern and western Africa. The first 
reports of conflict diamonds were published in 1998 by Global Witness, and revealed the role that 
diamonds played in funding the rebels of the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola 
(UNITA) in their war against the government. Angola, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and 
Sierra Leone are the most widely mentioned countries of origin for conflict diamonds, although other 
African countries including Cȏte d’Ivoire, Zimbabwe, and Liberia have also been involved in the prac-
tice. 
 

What’s being done about it? 
In 2003, the UN established the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) to prevent the pro-
liferation and sale of conflict diamonds. The diamond industry is very serious about self-policing at all 
levels of the supply chain. All major rough diamond producers, exporters, and importers are now 
members of the KPCS, and any diamond dealer who is found to be non-compliant is often black-
listed. Their reputation is severely damaged, and dealers and jewelers will be very hesitant to do 
business with them. Despite criticism, the Kimberley Process has been quite successful in increasing 
sales of legal diamonds and discouraging the trade of conflict diamonds. 
 

How many conflict diamonds are out there? 
Once a diamond is cut, it is very difficult to tell where it came from. However, the number of conflict 
diamonds in circulation has drastically decreased over the past twenty years. At the peak of the Si-
erra Leone conflict, it is estimated that conflict diamonds accounted for between 4% and 15% of the 
global diamond trade. Currently, the World Diamond Council claims that less than 1% of diamonds 
are conflict diamonds. 

How can I make sure my diamond isn’t a conflict diamond? 
Some retailers, like Brilliant Earth, specialize in conflict-free diamonds. If a jeweler is compliant with 
the Kimberley Process, he or she should be able to show you a diamond’s System of Warranties 
statement. You don’t have to avoid all diamonds from Africa; in fact, many of these countries rely on 
the legal diamond trade to finance schools, infrastructure, and growth. When diamond shopping, ask 
the store owner about the process it uses to guarantee its diamonds are conflict-free. He or she 

http://www.globalwitness.org/campaigns/conflict/conflict-diamonds
http://www.globalwitness.org/library/global-witness-leaves-kimberley-process-calls-diamond-trade-be-held-accountable
http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/import/the_truth_about_diamonds.pdf
http://www.worlddiamondcouncil.org/download/resources/documents/Fact%20Sheet%20(Conflict%20Diamonds%20and%20the%20Kimberley%20Process).pdf
http://www.brilliantearth.com/
http://www.brilliantearth.com/conflict-free-diamonds/
http://www.brilliantearth.com/


 

 
About The New Format 
 
Beginning January 2014, GIA’s benchmark laboratory reports will have a new look. They’ll contain the 
same trusted grading and identification data in an easier-to-read format.  The reports will also contain 
enhanced security features and unique QR codes providing direct access to Report Check for quick 
report verification. The new reports consume less paper and other materials to help clients reduce 
their storage and postage costs. 
 
Exchanging Reports for the Revised Format 
 
The introduction of the revised format will not affect the validity of previously issued reports. If you’d 
still like to exchange your current report for one in the new format, GIA’s Reissue Program offers a 
cost-effective way to do so. 
 
 Reports Qualifying for Reissue:  Any prior version report dated on or after January 1, 2013.  Reports 
dated prior to January 1, 2013 are subject to the standard update service and fees,  
  
Reissue Fees: 
 Reports dated January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013: $10 USD for Dossier; $15 USD for all other reports,  
Reports dated July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013: No Charge 
 
 All requests for reissues at these special rates must be submitted by December 31, 2014, otherwise 
regular Update Service and corresponding fees apply. 
 
 How the Reissue Program works: 
• Complete a Reissue Request form and submit along with your current report to   
  any GIA laboratory or intake location worldwide 
• You do not need to resubmit your gemstones 
• Free shipping and handling 
• Please allow up to 10 business days to process after report are received 
• Reports issued in new format will carry the date of the original report 
• If payment is required, you will be invoiced in the local currency of the lab where you submitted 
• Reissue program expires December 31, 2014 

FE Diamond News 

GIA Reports - New Format 



 

Several international mining corporations have established regional headquarters in Bot-
swana and are looking for diamonds, uranium, gold and oil. Many have come back with posi-
tive results. Galane Gold Ltd announced that it has kicked off its first ore exploration from 
Tau underground in the northern part of the country. 
 
Galane Gold or GG is a Toronto-based investment firm, an unhedged gold producer and ex-
plorer acting in mining operation and exploration in the Republic of Botswana. It is a publi-
cally traded company which is listed on both the TSX Venture Exchange and the Botswana 
Stock Exchange. Galane Gold has already had several extensive exhibitions in the manage-
ment of mining and exploring programs. 
 
“This gold exploration is an expected evolution in order to improve the company’s perform-
ance,” GG said. The firm contributes with senior professional employees, who are committed 
to respect the environment and the communities in which they work. 
 
At the beginning, GG didn’t have the intention to pursue the resource of gold in Tau through 
underground mining. It started the project in the fourth quarter of 2013 and has finished its 
forced portal entry at the bottom of the existing Tau pit and the installation of the entire infra-
structure required for the exploration. The company has put a graphical presentation of the 
detailed mining plan on the reported resource to mine about 85,000 ounces of gold over the 
next three years. 
 
Ravi Sood, the Chief executive officer of Galane Gold, stated, “This project is a major step in 
the evolution of the company both with regards to a change from open pit mining to under-
ground mining and our plans to extend mine life through further exploration.” He then added, 
“We have completed this project within six months and from our own operating cash-flows is 
a testament to the experienced management team that we have put in place." 
 
Botswana is ranked as the best investment jurisdiction in Africa, according to World Bank 
Global Investment Benchmarking Report. According to the Fraser Institute Global survey of 
Mining Companies best African mining jurisdiction and the seventh best mining country glob-
ally. It also has a strong economic environment. In fact, Botswana is regarded as the best 
mining country in Africa. It has political stability and strong GDP growth. Its status as an Eng-
lish speaking country is why Multinational firms such as Galane Gold can operate on its 
ground. The Australian firm, Gallery Gold, however, has also its entire exploration of Gold in 
the country. The company’s most prospect exploration was the Mupane Gold Mine which 
officially opened in February 2005, will produce approximately 100,000 ounces of gold per 
year. Apart from that, Botswana is an emerging mining powerhouse.  

Diamonds, from Pits to Depths 

News  



 

Our Mission 
NNPC is an integrated Oil and Gas Company, engaged in adding value to the 
nation’s hydrocarbon resources for the benefit of all Nigerians and other 
stakeholders. In 1988, the NNPC was commercialised into 12 strategic busi-
ness units, covering the entire spectrum of oil industry operations: exploration 
and production, gas development, refining, distribution, petrochemicals, engi-

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First Edge is specially designed to meet most fuel require-

ments in Today's Commodity Market                                  We 

are able to engage in fuel purchase and sales transaction with 

titleholders all around the world for most major fuel products. 

DIESEL D-2 GAS OIL RUSSIAN GOST 305-82 

Precious Real Estates 

Company Ltd. is an 

CChi

China Resource 

For less than the price of a battery, 
You can give a real child a new life. 

First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated 
in Marketing Agent of 19 SPICED 

 

http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/


 

                    

             

 IRON ORE FROM MEXICO 

 

IN ORDER MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENT; I DECIDED TO SEND YOU THE SCO 

AND ALL THE DOCUMENTS OF THE IRON ORE FROM MEXICO. 

CHECK OUT THE ATTACHMENT PLEASE. YOU WILL FIND THE SELLER'S OFFER. 

 

BESIDES YOU WILL FIND THE QUALITY REPORTS, EXPORT PERMISSIONS AND ALL THE NEC-

ESSARY DOCUMENTS GIVEN BY THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT TO EXTRACT THE MINERAL. 

 

WE CAN OFFER THE PRODUCT FOB MEXICAN PORT OR CFR CHINESE PORT 

 

PRICE FOB MEXICAN PORT: $80 USD PER MT  

PRICE CFR CHINESE PORT: $105 USD PER MT  

 

MEXICAN IRON ORE 63% REJECTION 61% 

QUANTITY: FROM 50,000 MT PER MONTH UP TO 200,000 MT PER MONTH (YEAR CON-

TRACT)  

PAYMENT TERMS: DLC AND SELLER CAN ISSUE 2% PB 

 

PLEASE SEND YOUR LOI / ICPO ADDRESS  

 

 

PRODUCTO: IRON ORE 

ORIGEN: MEXICO 

CANTIDAD: 50,000 MT MENSUALES 

50,000 MT x 1 mes + 50,000 MT x 11 mes (Total 600,000 TM al año) FOB PUERTO MAN-

ZANILLO O 

PUERTO LAZARO CARDENAS MEXICO. 

TIEMPO DEL CONTRATO: 12 MESES FORZOSOS CON OPCION A EXTENDERSE 

PRICE FOB USD$80 - CFR CHINESE PORT: USD $105 PER MT 

 

Please send LOI to info@femagazine.co.uk 

 



 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM001175ad 

GOLD BULLION  BUYER’S 

Iron Ore & Sugar 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008875ad 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM004875ad 

Steam Coal 

2 DIRECT BUYER FOR GOLD BULLION (PHYSICAL) DEPOSITED IN 

EUROPE OR THE SWISS  
 
First) BUYER PROCEDURES:  
POP X POF  simultaneously - BANK TO BANK  
DESC. LEAST 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER SIDES - ALL IN THE SIDE OF THE SALE OF THESE 
1.50%  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 
Second BUYER  
FED 2007-YEAR PROCEDURES PATROT Act I y II  
MINIMUM DISCOUNT OF 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER OPEN SIDES  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 

WE OFFER THE SEEDS OF STEEL BUYERS WITH INTEREST AS FOLLOWS SFEKPIKASI 
Fe 55-58% 
 
FeO 17%min 
... SiO2 5%MAX 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Al2O3 3%MAX 
... S 0.9%MAX 
P 0.9%MAX 
TiO2 7% 
Moisture Free Moisture Loss at 105 Degree centigrade Max 8% 
0-10 mm 90% Min 
Size 10-40mm 
 
IF THERE ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008775ad 
SUGAR 
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL  
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP    CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK 
 
 
 
 

 
 

53-51 GCV (3500NAR) Indonesian Steam Coal  
50,000mt per month @ usd53/ CFR Indian Ports. Interested buyers 
 
 



 

Marketing  Technology Solutions for the African Continent at large covering 
the Mining and Exploration sectors as well as to facilitating structured 
finance for companies in and around Africa. 
 
Due to the numerous years of dealing with the Top 30 Mining companies in 
Africa, African Lion has an in depth perceptive of the political climates as well 

African Lion Investment Mr. Ryan Long 

In Association with First Edge 

Director of UK, Europe, 

Noel Needham (MEHD) 

The latest Lightweight Body Armour 
fits like a latex glove under your Suit 
for Business ,Day or Dinner Wear 
and it will not look out of place.  
The Internal Holster in the Vest helps 

BEST IN MANUFACTURED  

All manufactured vehicles and 
components meet or exceed all 

SAFETY 

Attention V I P Protectors 

WITH 

In Asso-



 

ABOUT F.E.M 

 

 

 

 
First Edge Medical mission is to provide hospitals, medical 
centres, surgery centres and physician’s groups, also health-
care facilities with the highest-quality medical-surgical prod-
ucts and supplies at the best pricing levels supported by 
superior levels of customer service 
 
Whether your hospital your own purchasing department 
and team, a buying group, or a Group Purchasing or pur-
chases through sanitation (GPO), you can rely on First Edge 

Medical to assume responsibility to deliver the volume of 
products, service and support tailored specifically to your 
organization’s unique needs. Please call us at +44 208-769-
0070 or email info@first-edge.co.uk 

 

 
 
 

FIRST EDGE LTD 
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN COM-

MODITIES, 
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS, AND SUPPLY 

APPROVED BY FIRST EDGE 

 
 
B. C. O. Ezeagu & Associates is prepared to look at any cases where fraud has 
taken place, where   buyers  has lost money or their product,  
 
Principle Person Barrister Benedict Ezeagu 
Principal Associate, B. C. O. Ezeagu & Associates (Liberation Chambers)  
Address: No. 9 Yola Street, Area 7,Garki-Abuja, Nigeria 
 
E-mail: benchudeze@yahoo.com 
Tel:+23408069465990,+2348057201228. 
 
Our Office has all professional Certificates, including University, Law School, 
Nigerian Call To Bar and Law Firm Registration Certificates as well as retainer 
ship letters from Clients 
 
You can also check more about this Law Firm activities on these links: 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN0QuuL059Q 



 

 
 



 

 
*THE ITALIAN WEDDING TEST* 
 
I was a very happy man. 
 
My wonderful Italian girlfriend and I had been dating for over a year, and so we 
decided to get married. 
 
There was only one little thing bothering me....It was her beautiful younger sis-
ter.  
 
My prospective sister-in-law was twenty-two, wore very tight mini skirts, and gen-
erally was bra-less. 
 
She would regularly bend down when she was near me, and I always got more than a 
nice view. 
 
It had to be deliberate. 
 
Because she never did it when she was near anyone else. 
 
One day her 'little' sister called and asked me to come over to check the wedding 
invitations. 
 
She was alone when I arrived, and she whispered to me that she had feelings and 
desires for me that she couldn't overcome. 
 
She told me that she wanted me just once before I got married and committed my 
life to her sister. 
 
Well, I was in total shock, and couldn't say a word. 
 
She said, 'I'm going upstairs to my bedroom, and if you want one last wild fling, 
just come up and get me.' 
 
I was stunned and frozen in shock as I watched her go up the stairs. 
 
I stood there for a moment, then turned and made a beeline straight to the front 
door. 
 
I opened the door, and headed straight towards my car. 
 
Lo... And behold, my entire future family was standing outside, all clapping! 
 
With tears in his eyes, my father-in-law put down his shotgun and hugged me and 
said, 'We are very happy that you have passed our little test. We couldn't ask for 
a better man for our daughter. Welcome to the family.'  
 
And the moral of this story is: 
 

Always keep your condoms in your car ! 



 

 



 

 
Two Aussies were out hunting in the outback, and came upon a huge hole in the 
ground. They approached it and were amazed at its size.  
 
The first said, "Wow, that's some hole. I can't even see the bottom. I wonder how 
deep it is." 
 
The second said, "There's an old gear box over there. Let's throw it in and see 
how long it takes to hit bottom." 
 
So they picked up the gear box, carried it over to the hole, counted one-two-
three, and heaved it in. 
 
As they were standing there looking over the edge of the hole, a goat come crash-
ing through the underbrush, ran up to the hole and without hesitation, jumped in 
head first. 
 
While they were standing there staring at each other in amazement, they peered 
into the hole, trying to figure out what that was all about. 
 
Just then an old farmer sauntered up. "Say, you fellers didn't happen to see my 
goat?" 
 
The first hunter said, "Funny you should ask. We were just standing here a minute 
ago, and a goat came running out of the bushes doing about a hundred miles an hour 
and jumped head first into this here hole!" 
 
The old farmer said, "Naw, that's impossible! I had him chained to a gear box." 



 

 
 


